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Abstract

We present a new technique for reconstructing a single shape and its
non-rigid motion from 3D scanning data. Our algorithm takes a set of
time-varying unstructured sample points that show partial views of a deforming object as input and reconstructs a single shape and a deformation
eld that t the data. This representation yields dense correspondences
for the whole sequence, as well as a completed 3D shape in every frame. In
addition, the algorithm automatically removes spatial and temporal noise
artifacts and outliers from the raw input data. Unlike previous methods,
the algorithm does not require any shape template but computes a tting
shape automatically from the input data. Our reconstruction technique is
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based upon a novel topology aware adaptive sub-space deformation technique that allows handling long sequences with high resolution geometry
eciently. The algorithm accesses data in multiple sequential passes, so
that long sequences can be streamed from hard disk, not being limited by
main memory. We apply the technique to several benchmark data sets,
increasing the complexity of the data that can be handled signicantly
in comparison to previous work, while at the same time improving the
reconstruction quality.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]
Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism - Animation ; I.4.8 [Image Processing and Computer Vision] Scene Analysis - Surface Fitting
Keywords: Deformation Modeling, Digital Geometry Processing, Surface Reconstruction, Animation Reconstruction

1 Introduction
Recently, a variety of techniques have been developed to capture geometry from
real-world scenes in real-time.

This allows for recording moving 3d geome-

try, which has a large number of very interesting applications in areas such as
creating special eects for feature lms or modeling animated characters for
interactive applications. A number of dierent techniques have been proposed
to perform the acquisition task: High resolution geometry can be acquired at
high frame rates using active illumination techniques such as motion compen-

et al., 2007; König & Gumhold, 2007) or active
et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2003). Other approaches
multi-view stereo (Carranza et al., 2003; Würmlin et al., 2002;

sated structured light (Weise
space-time stereo (Davis
include passive
Zitnick

et al., 2004) and hardware based time-of-ight methods (such as (PMD,

n.d.; MESA, n.d.)), which oer more exibility at the expense of signicant
acquisition noise.
Despite the amazing advances on the acquisition side, all of the available techniques suer from a number of problems.

First, the acquisition is limited by

occlusions so that only a partial view of the geometry can be acquired at each
time instance. This problem is particularly pronounced when structured active
lighting is used, which is the technique that currently produces the highest resolution results.

A second, related problem is that the scanning devices only

record unrelated sample points of the moving surface with no correspondence
information across frames.

Therefore, reassembling a complete model is not

straightforward and further editing and processing operations on the moving
geometry are limited. In addition, the data is typically distorted by noise and
outliers of varying degree, which imposes an additional robustness challenge on
the reconstruction algorithm.
In this paper, we present a new reconstruction system that retrieves this missing
information: The algorithm takes a sequence of point clouds sampled at dierent
time instances as input and automatically assembles them to a common shape
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that best ts all of the input data frames.

At the same time, a deformation

eld is computed that deforms this shape to match all the data frames at the
dierent time intervals. This factorization into shape and deformation gives a
plausible shape completion for all input frames and provides dense correspondences between all frames. The algorithm is robust to noise and outliers and
works on long sequences of real-world data.
Our algorithm does not require an a priori known template model, but builds
such a model (and its deformation) on the y during optimization, similar to
(Wand

et al.,

2007). However, we improve upon this work with following main

contributions:

•

We parameterize and optimize shape and motion separately resulting in
considerable gains in reconstruction quality and performance.

•

We propose a novel topology-aware adaptive subspace deformation technique that encodes the motion of the object compactly and allows ecient
optimization.

•

We propose a memory ecient streaming algorithm that accumulates
data-driven constraints in local error quadrics, leading to a main memory working set that is constant with respect to sequence length.

•

Our deformation model is adapted automatically to the observed data,
which allows us to handle a range from elastic to semi-articulated examples.

We apply the technique to reconstruct several data sets from real-time scanning
devices. In comparison to the previous state of the art, we obtain a signicantly
improved reconstruction quality both in terms of the resulting shape and its
deformation and our algorithm is able to handle signicantly longer sequences
without running into resource limits of standard PC hardware.

2 Related Work
In this section, we give a brief overview of related work in reconstructing correspondences of time variant geometry. In addition, we briey review related work
in the area of deformation modeling and compare it to the technique employed
in our system.

2.1 Animation Reconstruction
Most existing approaches for reconstructing moving geometry are based on template surfaces, which means that the user has to provide a rough a priori model
of the acquired geometry. Our approach is more general than these techniques
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Figure 1: Example reconstruction results obtained with our algorithm from a

left: original data points (3 exammiddle: Reconstructed geometry, right: reconstructed

sequence of input scans of a deforming hand;
ple frames out of 32),

correspondences indicated by a chessboard texture, with texture coordinates
computed from correspondences.
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in the sense that it builds the template model automatically as part of the reconstruction process. For example, (Carranza

et al.,

2003) use template based

tracking in the context of a multi-camera passive stereo system.

(Anuar &

Guskov, 2004) propagate templates through multiple frames using hierarchical
optical ow.

The spacetime faces system of (Zhang

et al.,

2004) ts a face

template mesh to a space-time stereo sequence to enable further editing and
inverse-kinematics operations. A sophisticated method for tracking a scanned
template mesh according to multi-view stereo and silhouette data has recently
been presented in (de Aguiar

et al.,

2008).

The global optimization problem

of nding correspondences between shapes is considered in (Anguelov

et al.,

2005a). The algorithm can match a template to a partial scan without initialization. Some recent papers attack the problem by coupling the reconstruction
technique tightly to the acquisition system: (Sand

et al.,

2003) propose a sys-

tem that combines multi-view silhouettes and motion capturing. Geometry is
accumulated as oset information to a template skeleton.

(Park & Hodgins,

2006) generalize motion capturing to a large number of markers. These techniques show impressive results, but depend on the specic acquisition setup
and, again, on available a priori model information. Similarly, approaches like
SCAPE (Anguelov
(Allen

et al.,

et al.,

2002; Allen

2005b), and the automatic registration techniques by

et al.,

2003) use a user supplied template to parame-

terize the shape matching.
Only very few techniques have been proposed that do not rely on an a priori
model but reconstruct it from data: (Pekelny & Gotsman, 2008) propose an
algorithm that iteratively registers depth video frames using the ICP algorithm
(Besl & McKay, 1992).

Their method is fast and simple to implement, how-

ever, it relies on a presegmentation by the user and is restricted to objects that
undergo articulated rigid motion only. (Mitra

et al., 2007) propose a local tech-

nique that uses a small window of multiple frames in each step to register long
sequences of rigidly moving objects into a common reference shape without need
for an additional global error distribution step. The resulting technique is very
fast, but restricted to articulated motion.

General deformations can only be

handled approximately and only in the case of very slowly deforming objects.
Non-rigid motion causes artifacts and reconstruction fails in case of partially
missing geometry. There has also been work in computer vision, trying to t
a deformable model directly to image data: (Carceroni & Kutulakos, 2002) use
a surfel based representation with a general reectance model and (Starck &
Hilton, 2005) use a spherical parameterization of the shape to establish correspondences. However, these approaches do not use a full geometric deformation
model. Tracking of meshes based on feature matching and Laplacian diusion
has been considered in (Ahmed

et al., 2008; Varanasi et al., 2008). Most closely
et al., 2007), which

related to our approach is the method proposed in (Wand

ts a graph of surfel trajectories to moving geometry. As discussed in the introduction, the method proposed in this paper uses a similar processing pipeline
but overcomes the main drawbacks of their method: the simple uniform deformation model in which deformation information is computed for every surfel in
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every frame of the geometric shape being reconstructed. This leads to very high
computational costs so that neither long sequences (beyond 20-30 frames) nor
1

high resolution geometry (more than a few thousand surfels) can be handled .
As shown in the Results Section, our new technique is capable of handling sequences of up to 200 frames and a geometric resolution up to 20,000 surfels
per frame, which constitutes a substantial improvement. Our new formulation
leads to better conditioned optimization problems, which allows us to improve
the reconstruction quality despite of using a more compact representation.
Recently, some extensions have been proposed to the method of (Wand
2007): (Süssmuth

et al.,

et al.,

2008) combine a similar approach with tting an im-

plicit 4D-spacetime surface to the data rst, which improves the tting accuracy
to the data by integrating information over multiple time steps (Mitra

et al.,

2007). This improvement is orthogonal to the contributions of this paper. (Sharf

et al.,

2008) replace the elastic regularizer by the weaker assumption of volume

preservation, which still allows for lling in holes in sequences but not for a
reconstruction of global correspondences.

2.2 Deformation Modeling
An important component of our approach is a deformation module that infers
plausible deformations of a given shape over multiple frames. Using a set of externally specied correspondence constraints spanning multiple frames, the goal
of this module is to infer the best deformation eld satisfying these constraints
(see Section 5 for details). Although little work has been done to tackle this particular problem (an example of one such method, which only works for meshes,
is (Xu

et al.,

2007)), there exists a rich body of literature aimed at eciently

deforming a given shape with constraints on one, nal frame and thus some of
the existing methods potentially could be extended to our setting. In the following, we summarize the most closely related work; for an extensive survey in this
eld, see for example (Nealen

et al.,

2005; Botsch & Sorkine, 2008). Deforma-

tion techniques can be roughly classied into volumetric and thin shell models
(Terzopoulos

et al.,

1987). In our approach, we use a volumetric model forming

a thick layer around our surfaces similar to (Botsch

et al.,

2006). The rationale

for this design choice is that a thin shell model cannot be set up reliably in our
setting where data points are initially noisy and without reliable normal information. As we seek a deformation eld from a common reference domain onto
each data frame, and hence have large deformations, we need to employ a non-

et al., 2005; Botsch
et al., 2007; Shi et al.,

linear deformation model (Sheer & Kraevoy, 2004; Sumner

et al.,

2006; Huang

et al.,

2006; Au

et al.,

2006; Sumner

1 The product of per frame surfels and the number of frames cannot be substantially larger
than about 50,000 - 100,000. At that point, the methods starts needing more than 2GB of main
memory for solving the optimization problems, which is problematic at least within a 32bit
environment. Handling high resolution geometry with several hundred frames is denitely
out of scope of this method as it would require enormous amounts of main memory and
computation time.
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2007; Botsch

et al.,

2007; Zhou

et al.,

2005; Shi

most immediately pertinent are (Botsch

et al.,

et al.,

2006). Of these perhaps

2006) in which a prism based

shell energy is formulated and solved eciently, and (Botsch

et al., 2007) where

a similar elastic energy is extended to rigid volumetric cells.

Unfortunately

the former is based on thin surface shells; an estimation of these is generally
dicult in our setting. The latter provides a simplied deformation eld but
is both topology unaware and employs an interpolation scheme that results in
solving a large sparse linear system making it prohibitively slow in our setting.
The method we present is also similar in spirit to (Sumner

et al.,

2007) where

the deformation eld is discretized, solved for and interopolated using a sparse
topology graph. Although we use a similar paradigm, we avoid estimating the
rotation and translation components of the deformation eld separately, and
employ an interpolation scheme which guarantees rst-order consistency, which
is not true for (Sumner

et al.,

2007).

Thus we reduce the number of graph

nodes needed to approximate the deformation eld accurately. Further, for the
same number of nodes we reduce the number of unknowns in the optimization
procedure making it faster. Finally we present a more ecient topology-aware
sampling technique that alleviates the sampling problems of (Sumner

et al.,

2007) such as under-sampling in regions of high geometry complexity.
Our deformation representation is based on classical meshless nite elements (see
(Fries & Matthies, 2003) for a good overview), that were recently introduced
in computer graphics for physically based animations (e.g., (Müller
Pauly

et al., 2005)).

et al.,

2004;

We use a similar formulation, but solve the inverse problem

of computing the deformation eld from given position constraints. Moreover,
we propose a novel adaptive sampling algorithm that takes the connectivity
of the original geometry into account to ensure an adequate nodal coupling
for topologically complex sequences in which dierent parts of geometry come
in close contact. Despite this added topology check, our deformation method
maintains the exibility of traditional meshless algorithms such as fast adaptive
sampling and a smooth and consistent deformation eld representation.
Recently, we have employed a similar technique in a companion publication
(Adams

et al.,

2008) for controlling animation sequences by user input. There

are a few key dierences to this work: In our setting, we control a deformation eld by clouds of data points with noise and outliers that constrain the
deformation eld partially rather than user dened key frames at given time
intervals. Accordingly, we use a dierent adaptation scheme: In (Adams

et al.,

2008), temporal basis functions are used to reduce the overhead for representing
smooth trajectories of solids made of homogeneous, elastic materials in between
keyframes. In contrast, we use a spatial adaptation scheme that allows for capturing data with varying motion pattern in dierent parts of the object, such
as near-articulated objects. In addition, in this work we address the problem of
assembling the domain of the deformation model automatically from data; the
undeformed geometry of the object is in our case not given in advance as part
of the input.

Afterwards, we have to reconstruct the detailed geometry from

multi-frame input, which is also not known in advance.
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Figure 2: The goal in this paper is to construct one urshape

S

that represents

f

the geometry of the object and a sparse, but adequate, deformation eld
that properly aligns the urshape to the input data.
deformation eld

f

The urshape

S

and the

are the output of our algorithm and completely dene the

shape and motion of the acquired object.

3 Overview
Our algorithm expects a sequence of data point clouds as input, denoted by

di,t ∈ R3 , where i ∈ {1 . . . nt } is the index of the data point and t ∈ {1 . . . T } the
time at which the measurement was taken. For simplicity, and as this matches
all available input data sets, we assume uniform temporal spacing. Our goal is

S ⊂ R3 ,
where f (x, t) is

to compute a single two-manifold
eld

f : S × {1 . . . T } → R

3

,

and a time dependent deformation
the deformed position of point

time t (see also Figure 2). Following (Wand
shape an

urshape.

et al.,

x

at

2007), we call this common

In contrast to that approach however, we solve for a single

set of variables representing this shape, not for a separate one in each frame.

3.1 Variational Model
Our goal is now to compute an urshape-deformation pair

(S, f )

that approxi-

mates the data points closely. In the following, we will refer to pairs

(S, f )

as

sequences. To constrain the space of possible solutions, we formulate our goal
in a variational framework, where each potential solution
energy function

E,

(S, f )

is scored by an

which consists of a data tting and a regularization term
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Figure 3:

Animation reconstruction pipeline.

our algorithm rst computes urshapes.

From the initial input frames,

Next, smooth deformation elds are

computed for each sequence. These deformation elds are used to merge adjacent sequences, resulting in updated urshapes that are fed back into the shape
reconstruction pipeline until one global urshape and its deformation is found.

that penalizes unreasonable reconstructions (Wand

et al.,

2007):

E(S, f ) = Edata (S, f , d) + Ereg (S, f ).

(1)

The data term measures the squared distance to the data points:

Edata =

nt
T X
X

dist(f (S, t), di,t )2

(2)

t=1 i=1
We will rene this term later to exclude outlier points that violate a simple
Gaussian error model. The regularization energy consists of a weighted sum of
ve terms:

Ereg = ωr Erigid + ωv Evolume + ωa Eaccel + ωv Evelocity + ωs Esmooth .
{z
} |
{z
} | {z }
|
deformation model

general regularization

(3)

surface rec.

The rst four terms evaluate the time-dependent deformation eld where the
rst two impose physical constraints of rigidity and volume preservation of the
urshape throughout the deformation sequence. The third term penalizes acceleration, to create physically plausible temporal behavior and remove temporal
jittering and noise.

The fourth term imposes a very small penalty on veloc-

ity in order to avoid uttering artifacts in regions that are not well constraint
by data points, such as the shape boundaries. The fth is concerned with the
urshape only; it prefers smooth surfaces to lter out sensor noise and to exclude pathological manifolds

S

from our reconstruction. As we incrementally

add more frames to our reconstruction, this term automatically becomes less
dominant and the shape is mostly determined by data points. The weights are
user specied constants (see Section 9 for a discussion of parameter setting).

3.2 Optimization Pipeline
In our optimization algorithm, we solve for the two components
arately and alternatingly. When we optimize for
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f,

S

and

f

sep-

we assume the urshape

S

given, and minimize the data, rigidity, volume, acceleration and velocity energies
as discussed above. When we optimize for

f

S

on the other hand, we assume that

is given, and minimize the data and smoothness constraints. The optimization

pipeline is depicted in Figure 3. The algorithm rst preprocesses all input data,
including a preliminary outlier classication. Next, temporally adjacent frames
are merged into sequences of the form

(S, f )

by rst computing a common ur-

shape. Given this urshape, we optimize for the deformation eld between the
two frames. This process is carried on hierarchically, until only one urshape and
a global deformation eld remains. At every level, both the geometry and the
deformation eld are optimized globally, to avoid error accumulation.
We now rst describe the employed shape and motion discretization (Section 4).
Then, we discuss the deformation eld optimization (Section 5), the surface
optimization (Section 6) and the global matching pipeline in more detail (Section 7).

4 Representation
This section discusses the employed urshape and deformation discretization.
These will be used in the following sections for ecient optimization during the
reconstruction process.

4.1 Urshape
We represent the urshape
with a normal estimate

S

ni .

by a set of surface elements

As

S

s i ∈ R3 ,

each equipped

is stored only once per sequence, we can aord

to employ a simple uniform sampling of

S

with spacing

the formulation of our algorithm. The spacing

sampl

sampl ,

which simplies

is a user parameter and

denes the geometric level of detail at which we reconstruct. The sample points
on

S

T (si )

kk = 12 in our examples). We will use
surfel si and |T (si )| as the number of

are connected by a graph that connects each surfel to its geodesically

nearest neighbors on

S

(we typically use

to denote the graph neighbors of

those neighbors. To be more robust to outliers, nearest neighbors further away
than

3sample

of the surfel set are not connected. One can think of this surfel

graph as being a relaxed polygon mesh, in which consistent tessellation is not
enforced. This relaxation makes it much easier to update the shape when new
data points are examined.

We postpone the creation of a consistent mesh to

the nal stage of the algorithm.

4.2 Deformation Field
f is represented by a graph of non-uniformly sampled
xi ∈ R3 . To distinguish these points from the geometry

The deformation function
points centered at
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points, we will call them nodes in the following. We associate with each such
node a deformation vector

ui,t

for each of the frames in the animation sequence.

These deformation vectors will completely dene the deformation eld and are
the unknowns we will be solving for when optimizing
in the vicinity of the given urshape

S

f.

Nodes will be created

and their connectivity will be determined

S.

by the connectivity graph associated with

We will discuss the nodal creation,

representation and deformation eld optimization in more detail in the following
section (Section 5).
The sampling of

f

and

S

is strictly independent of each other. Typically

sampled with more than 10,000 points, while

f

S

is

is sampled with a few hundred

nodes. This discrepancy makes the optimization routine drastically faster and
more stable than using the same resolution for both entities. This decoupled
representation is one of the main contributions in this work.

5 Deformation Modeling
We represent the deformation on a coarse scale and employ a meshless nite
element method to construct appropriate basis functions that are used to interpolate the deformation eld, as discussed in Section 5.1. In order to achieve
good results even at very sparse deformation sampling, it is crucial to take the
connectivity of the original geometry into account when dening the discretization of the deformation eld. This topic is addressed in Section 5.2. Finally,
in Section 5.3, we describe how this deformation eld is optimized using our
variational model.

5.1 Deformation Field Representation
f in a discrete manner by assigning per-frame
ui,t to the nodes i. Each node i is dened at a position
radius ri . The displacement vectors ui,t are the unknowns we

We represent the deformation eld
displacement vectors

xi

with support

will be solving for.

The continuous deformation eld is then dened using a

meshless approximation method (Fries & Matthies, 2003) as:

f (x, t) = x +
where the scalar shape functions

P

j

Φj (x)uj,t ,

(4)

Φj (x) are constructed using moving least
p(x) = [1 x]T to guarantee rst order

squares with a complete linear basis
consistency (Fries & Matthies, 2003):

Φj (x) = p(x)T (M(x))−1 w(x − xj , rj )p(xj ),

(5)

w(x−xi , ri ) = max(0, (1−kx−xi k2 /ri2 )3 )P
is a radially symmetric window
T
function with compact support ri and M(x) =
j w(x − xj , rj )p(xj )p(xj ) is
the 4 × 4 moment matrix. The moment matrix is non-singular if the evaluation

where
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Figure 4: Adaptive grid sampling. The geometry points are processed sequentially (from left to right) and a deformation node is created if necessary in the 8
surrounding grid cells. The black dot indicates the current geometry point. The
blue dots are nodes, the arrows point towards the anchor points of the nodes.
Anchors are updated for each node to the nearest geometry point.

Adaptive

sampling creates nodes in smaller grid cells where necessary.

point

x is covered by at least 4 non-planar nodes.

In the next section we present

a nodal sampling strategy that guarantees this requirement.
In our application, the chosen meshless representation of deformation has a number of advantages. It provides a concise and sound way to dene a deformation
subspace. Adaptive sampling is easier to implement than with classic nite elements, because no consistent mesh is required. The linear precision allows us
to represent rigid body motions exactly with only few basis functions. These
occur frequently for real-world dynamics (think for example of a moving hand).
The main drawback of meshless methods is the need to invert a small matrix
for each evaluation of a shape function. However, because the shape functions
are independent of the actual deformation eld, they can be precomputed and
cached during the optimization.
From the denition of the shape functions, it can be easily seen that nodes
inuence a spherical region centered at their position. This prohibits correctly
resolving topologically complex regions where two geometry patches, albeit close
in a Euclidean sense, should be topologically separated. In case of the ngers of
a closed hand, for example, we would need an extremely high spatial sampling
of the deformation eld if we dene its inuence by distance only, as this is done
in previous subspace methods (Müller

et al.,

et al.,

2004; Huang

et al.,

2006; Sumner

2007). In the following section, we propose a novel nodal sampling algo-

rithm that takes the connectivity of the urshape, the domain the deformation
function is dened on, into account and correctly prunes nodal inuence regions.

5.2 Topology Aware Sampling
Given an urshape and its nearest neighbor surfel graph as dened above, we wish
to create a coarse nodal sampling that will represent the deformation eld. This
sampling has to meet a number of requirements. First, as discussed above, it
should be volumetric and within the dened support volume, each surfel should
be well constrained, i.e., covered by at least 4 non-planar deformation nodes.
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Figure 5: Neighborhood denitions. Left: A node is neighbor to all geometry
points that are within its spherical inuence region and that can be reached by
walking over the topology graph, starting from the node's anchor point without
leaving the node's sphere.
patches.

Right:

This correctly discards topologically far geometry

A node is neighbor to another node if the former is within

the inuence region of the latter and if they are both neighbor to a common
geometry point. Hence, the top node is not a neighbor of the lower right one,
while the lower left one is.

Second, it should be topology aware, creating separate node sets for disconnected regions. Third, the nodal coupling should guarantee continuous shape
functions thereby guaranteeing a continuous deformation eld. And nally, the
sampling algorithm should be ecient as it will be invoked multiple times during
animation reconstruction.

Sampling Algorithm: Our sampling strategy works by overlaying the urshape
with a set of nodes centered at adaptive grid cells where the cell size depends on
the local sampling requirement (we will discuss the adaptation of the sampling
density in more detail in Section 7.3). In each grid cell neighboring an urshape
surfel, one or more nodes are created depending on how many topologically separate urshape components exist in that region. The actual sampling algorithm
works as follows (see also Figure 4): We iterate over all urshape surfels, discretize each point to its nearest grid cell center and create a deformation node
if the grid cell is empty. If not, we check whether the node occupying the grid
cell is already a neighbor of the current urshape surfel. If this is the case, we
can safely move on to the next surfel without creating a node. If the existing
node is not a neighbor of the urshape surfel, it must have been sampled from a
dierent geometry patch and thus we have to create a new node. As such, multiple disconnected nodes can be created at the same spatial position. Note that
we not only create a node at the quantized geometry position, but also at the 7
other neighboring grid cells surrounding the geometry point surfel. The nodal
radius is set to 1.8 times the grid cell size, therefore ensuring that the geometry
point is covered by all 8 neighboring nodes.
obtain a volumetric narrow band of

N

Using this sampling strategy we

nodes around the geometry.

Neighborhood Denitions: We call the geometry point that creates a node,
its anchor point. If multiple points would create the same node, we update the
anchor point to the nearest geometry point (Figure 4). The anchor is used to
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prune the inuence region of each node. Typically, in meshless methods, each
node would inuence all points within a surrounding sphere centered at the node
with radius

ri .

However, when dierent geometry patches are close, such as the

ngers of a hand, nodes created from each patch should not inuence each other.
Hence, we have to take topology into account to dene the nodal support regions.
Due to the eciency requirements it is too costly to approximate a smooth
geodesic distance on the surfel graph. Moreover, the graph itself provides only

C 0 -continuous

geodesic distance approximations.

Therefore, we will use only

Euclidean distances to evaluate our window functions.

We use the following

strategy that guarantees smooth topology-aware shape functions: When a node
is created, we only assign it as a nodal neighbor to the geometry points within

ri

a Euclidean distance

that can be reached from the anchor by walking on

the geometry topology graph without leaving a Euclidean sphere of radius
(see Figure 5, left).

ri

So, all geometry points that are close in Euclidean and

topological sense are inuenced.
The nodal coupling is also topology aware. A node
of node

i,

if

j

is within a Euclidean distance

rj

to

j
i

is considered a neighbor
and if

i

and

j

inuence

a common geometry point (see Figure 5, right). The latter criterion prevents
spatially neighboring nodes that are created from topologically distant geometry to incorrectly become neighbors. Also here, we use the Euclidean distance
in the weight and shape function computations, guaranteeing their continuity.
Note that the only potential situation in which a shape function becomes discontinuous is if a geometry point
while another geometry point

i

j must cross the
n's inuence on i

and

that

j

i

is a neighbor of some deformation node

n,

in its vicinity is not. But then the edge between

B(xn , rn ), thus meaning
w(xi − xn , rn ) ≈ 0, implying continuity.

boundary of the Euclidean ball
is small since

5.3 Deformation Field Optimization
Having obtained a valid nodal sampling, we have to dene and discretize the
data tting term and the regularization energies for the deformation function
as discussed in Section 3.1. Note again that our goal is to nd optimal nodal
deformations

uj,t

for all frames

t.

Data Matching: Following our reconstruction model (Equation 1), we have to
minimize the distance between the deformed urshape and the data points. This
can be achieved by specifying position constraints that restrict certain points
on the urshape to deform to a goal position
position constraints try to satisfy

f (x) = y.

these position constraints are dened.

y

x

in a specied frame t. Hence, the

We will discuss in Section 7.2 how

In general, this leads to the following

data matching energy (for a single constraint):

Epos = (f (x, t) − y)T Q(f (x, t) − y),
where

Q

(6)

is a symmetric positive denite matrix that forms an error quadric,

allowing varying constraints penalties in dierent directions. In particular, this
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includes rank-degenerate constraints acting in one or two directions only. Using
Equation 4, this expands to:

Epos = (x +

P

j

Φj (x)uj,t − y)T Q(x +
j

where the summation is over all nodes
point

x.

P

j

Φj (x)uj,t − y),

(7)

inuencing the correspondence's base

It is easy to see that all correspondence constraints can be added up

and the resulting energy can be written as a quadratic form:

Edata = c +

P P
t

i bi,t ui,t

where there is a linear coecient

bi,t

+

P P P
t

i

i

and

j.

uTi,t ai,j,t uj,t ,

(8)

for every node that inuences a corre-

spondence base point and a quadratic coecient
nodes

j

ai,j,t

for every pair of coupled

Accumulating these coecients for all the correspondences al-

lows ecient evaluation and dierentiation of the correspondence energy during optimization: An arbitrary number of constraints can be represented using

O(k 2 N T )

space, where

N

is the number of deformation nodes and

k

the out-

degree of their interaction graph (which has bounded degree by construction).
This is independent of urshape and data resolution, allowing for an ecient
streaming computation.

Rigidity: To regularize the deformation eld, i.e., to restrict it to plausible
deformations, we add an additional energy term that penalizes non-rigid deformations. The deformation eld is rigid if and only if at all points and all frames

∇f T ∇f = I.

Here, we use a point collocation scheme and penalize non-rigid

deformations at the nodal positions:

P P
Erigid = t i k∇f (xi , t)T ∇f (xi , t) − Ik2F ,
P
where ∇f (x, t) = I +
j ∇Φj (x)uj,t . Expanding the rigid
polynomial of degree 4 in the nodal displacements.

(9)
energy yields a

Volume Preservation: Most real-world deformations locally preserve volume.
A deformation eld is, by denition, locally volume preserving if at every point
in space

det(∇f ) = 1.

Again, using a point collocation scheme, this translates

to the volume preservation energy:

Evolume =

P P
t

i

(det(∇f (xi , t)) − 1)2 ,

which expands to a polynomial of degree

6 in the unknowns.

(10)
In our application,

the volume preservation acts mostly as an additional regularization energy that
makes the rigidity criterion stably dened, as

Erigid

alone is invariant under

ips of orientation of the deformation gradient (cf. (Müller

et al.,

2004)).

Temporal Smoothness: All previous constraints are dened for each frame
separately. They restrict the way an urshape is allowed to deform into a certain
frame at time

t.

In a typical real-time scanning setup, neighboring frames

are acquired from temporally coherent motion. Hence, we want to restrict the
reconstructed deformation eld to be temporally smooth as well. This can be
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Figure 6: Example obtained using our meshless deformation algorithm. The red
points are constrained, while the user deforms the geometry by pulling on one
corner of the bumpy plane. As can be seen, the rigidity and volume preservation
constraints are faithfully minimized using the non-linear solver and details are
preserved during the deformation.

obtained by penalizing acceleration of the deformation nodes.

Using simple

nite dierences this yields the energy function:

Eaccel =
for every node

i

P P
t

i

(u(xi , t + 1) − 2u(xi , t) + u(xi , t − 1))2 ,

and (non-boundary) frame

t.

(11)

Here we assume that consecutive

frames are acquired at constant time intervals. Similarly, as discussed above,
we constrain the velocity of a node over neighboring frames by minimizing the
energy:

Evelocity =

P P
t

i

(u(xi , t + 1) − u(xi , t))2 .

(12)

Numerical Optimization: For the optimization, we employ a standard quasiNewton BFGS solver (Avriel, 2003). We can reduce the memory requirements
by employing a non-linear conjugate gradients solver (Shewchuk, 1994), which
needs gradient information only, but this turns out to be less ecient in practice
for our application. For sti settings (high rigidity), the run-time disadvantage
can be quite substantial (comparing to non-linear CG with diagonal preconditioning).

Independent of the solver employed, we can reduce the memory

requirements by employing a sliding window strategy in the temporal domain:
As easy to see, only acceleration and velocity energies couple multiple frames
of our animation. Typically, their inuence will be rather local as our problem
is mostly constrained by data points.

Using this observation, we can solving

for only a small window of variables at a time, corresponding to

3−5

frames

at once, and then oset by one frame and iterate. One can think of the local
optimization as a local smoothing lter. This strategy requires only a single,
sequential scan through all variables so that it is still ecient if the variables do
not t into main memory. We have implemented an explicit paging scheme to
support this: It turns out that the quadratic interactions of the variables describing the quadratic data constraints consume a considerable amount of memory,
while the state variables themselves usually t into main memory. Therefore,
we employ a LRU-swapping scheme to only fetch the quadrics representing the
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constraints (Equation 8) from disk for the frames in consideration. In our whole
optimization pipeline, creation of constraints and optimization will be strictly
time sequential, so that this scheme comes at a very small additional overhead
while extending the size of sequences that can be handled signicantly. Using a
sliding window does not only improve memory consumption but also the computation time, as the runtime requirements of the solver grow superlinearly with
the number of variables in consideration.

The sliding-window approach does

not compute an optimal solution, but in practice, we did not observe signicant
artifacts.

Example: Figure 6 illustrates that our deformation framework is capable of
faithfully deforming geometry while preserving surface details. As we are using
a full non-linear deformation model, rotations within the deformation are handled correctly. The subspace approach makes sure that we still obtain a high
performance, despite using an expensive non-linear nite element model.

6 Shape Optimization
In addition to optimizing the deformation eld, we also optimize the geometry
of the urshape, in a separate step. We follow a simplied version of the strategy
of (Huang

et al.,

2007), but we use an approximate, purely quadratic objective

function that can be optimized by just solving a linear system. Basically, we
allow urshape surfels to move in normal direction and allow the normal tip to
translate in tangent direction. For, this we rst need to x a reference frame for
each surfel

ni

si

with orthonormal coordinate axis

(ui , vi , ni ) centered at si , where

points roughly into the direction of the nal surface normal. We compute

this initial estimate by a principal component analysis of a larger topological
neighborhood of radius

4sampl .

s0i = s0i +tni ni
0
u
v
and the updated (unnormalized) normal direction ni = ni + ti ui + ti vi , where
n u
v
the scalars ti , ti and ti are the unknowns we will be solving for.

Given these local frames we try to nd the updated surfel position

6.1 Data Attraction
Similarly to the deformation eld optimization, we require the updated urshape
to be close to the data. To model data attraction, we allow again for general
position constraints that attract a surfel

si

to a point

to minimize the point-to-plane distance from the point

s0i

with normal

n0i .

y. In essence, we try
y to the plane through

However, to ensure a quadratic penalty function in the

unknowns, we take the distance along the undeformed normal

Epos =

(s0i − y)T n0i T (s0i − y)T n0i
ni P
ni ,
nTi n0i
nTi n0i
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ni ,

giving:

(13)

nTi n0i = 1)

which can be simplied (note that

to:

Epos = (nTi Pni )((s0i − y)T n0i )2 ,
which is quadratic in the unknowns (because

(14)

nTi ui = 0

and

nTi vi = 0

by

construction).
We specify position constraints by transforming the data points
urshape domain using the inverse deformation eld

f −1

di,t

into the

and associate one such

point-to-plane constraint between each data point and its nearest (updated)
urshape surfel point, say

sj .

The total data tting energy becomes:

Epos (i, t) = (nTj JTi,t Pi,t Ji,t nj )((s0j − f −1 (di,t , t))T n0j )2 ,
where

Ji,t = ∇f −1 (di,t , t)

(15)

is the Jacobian of the inverse deformation function.

We associate with the data points an error quadric

Pi,t , which can be computed

from the covariance of the data. We assume stationary isotropic noise and set it
hence to

Pi,t = P = I/2data ,

where

data

is the (global) average sample spacing

input. The total data energy then becomes

Edata =

P P
t

i

Epos (i, t).

In order

to make surface reconstruction robust to outliers, we truncate the quadratic
potentials:

Whenever a data point, after being transformed to the urshape

domain, ends up farer away than

3sampl

from an urshape point, we ignore the

corresponding position constraint, which corresponds to truncating the data
potentials to a constant value at a distance of

3sampl .

6.2 Smoothness
The smoothness term tries to make surfels lie in the tangent plane of their
neighbors and keep neighboring normals similar:
where

Eplane =

(si )|
n |TX
X

Esmooth = Eplane + Enormals ,

((s0i − s0j )T ni )2 ,

(16)

i=1 j∈T (si )

Enormals =

(si )|
n |TX
X

(n0i − n0j )2 ,

(17)

i=1 j∈T (si )
Here we make an approximation and assume that the reference frames are constant during optimization, leading to quadratic objective functions.
The main advantage of our formulation of surface tting is eciency. Again,
we can stream through all data points once, project them back, accumulate
quadratic potentials on the unknown coecients, and solve a rather small linear
system dened only on three coecients per urshape point, independent of the
number of frames.
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7 Reconstruction Algorithm
Using the building blocks described before, we can now formulate our animation
reconstruction pipeline. First, we preprocess our data and store the result in
swap les on hard disc, from which we can retrieve the data of each frame in one
chunk. Then, we run our surface reconstruction module on each input frame
separately and create initial shape estimates (see also Figure 7). To make the
formulation of the algorithm simpler, we equip it with an identity deformation
eld and consider it a single frame sequence. Next, we run a recursive sequence
merging algorithm that takes two sequences that are adjacent in time as input
and unies them to a single sequence with one urshape and a global deformation
function. We execute this merging in a binary tree, merging rst single frame,
then two frame, four frame sequences and so on. In order to limit the memory
demands, we build and traverse this tree depth rst, left to right, starting at
the rst frame. In this way, we have to handle at most

log2 T + 1

urshapes at

the same time. In the following, we will describe the steps in more detail.

7.1 Preprocessing
In the preprocessing step, we apply tensor voting (Medioni

et al.,

2000) to

remove outliers. We closely follow the implementation described in (Wand
2007) for the same purpose.

et al.,

The algorithm detects points that do not lie on

any subset of data that forms a smooth 2-manifold.

This step helps greatly

in initially cleaning up the data, but some outliers will remain undetected,
in particular structured artifacts caused by 3D scanners due to technological
limitations.

This will be handled later during sequence merging using robust

data potentials (see next subsection). After tensor voting, we create a resampled
copy of each data frame with a small fraction of the complexity of the original
data by quantizing the points on a regular grid and keeping only one per grid
cell. In our examples, we typically use an eective maximum sample spacing of
1/80th of the maximum bounding box side length of the scene. The resolution
has been chosen to still depict well the topology of the original data and the
rough geometry, which is sucient for a coarse alignment. We will use the full
resolution data later in a nal optimization step. This two-resolution approach
signicantly speeds up the running time of our reconstruction pipeline.

7.2 Sequence Merging
Merging sequences proceeds in four steps: alignment, urshape merging, deformation retting and global optimization. The basic strategy is similar to the
pipeline in (Wand

et al.,

2007), however, reformulated to separate deformation

from shape. For ease of notation, we will denote the rst sequence as
second as

B in the following.

A and the

We denote the rst and last frame, i.e., the urshape

deformed by the corresponding deformation eld
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f

at that time, of a sequence

X

Figure 7: Hierarchical merging of sequences until a nal urshape
deformation eld

by

f

S0123

and a

is obtained.

first(X) and last(X), respectively.

See also Figure 7 for a schematic overview

of the merging pipeline.

Alignment: In the rst step, we compute an optimal alignment of
at time

t

and

first(B)

at time

t + 1.

last(A)

For this, the second frame creates ICP-

like position constraints as input to the deformation optimization as follows.
First, we compute the nearest deformed urshape surfel
point in

first(B).

f (si , t)

for each data

Then, we setup a position constraint with the data point

as target and the urshape point

si

as origin.

We make this a point-to-plane

constraint by setting up a rank-1 error matrix in surface normal direction

1/2data ni nTi .

far from the surface.
in

first(B)

M=

To be more robust to outliers, we delete points that are too
We discard correspondences that point to data points

further away from the deformed urshape than the

of such distances.

80%

percentile

If the direction of the connection diers by more than

degrees from the estimated surface normal, the match is also discarded.
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45
To

3sampl

avoid oscillations, points closer than

are never culled. From these ICP

constraints we compute an optimal deformation

f

as discussed in Section 5,

deform the urshape using this deformation and iterate the above procedure until
convergence or until a maximum number of 25 iterations has been reached. In
order to make the alignment more robust, we adopt the strategy of (Allen

et al.,

2003): We rst perform a rigid merge (setting a weight for the rigidity potential
that is

100 − 1000×

larger than the nal one), and then decrease the rigidity

(typically in 2-3 steps in powers of 10).

For simple alignment problems, this

strategy is not necessary (actually causing a small runtime overhead), but for
complex motions with larger temporal spacing, it improves the reliability of the
alignment.

Urshape Merging: The surfels of the aligned frames are now concatenated
and a

k -NN

graph restricted to an edge length of

3sampl

is recomputed as

introduced earlier. This is a candidate for a new urshape. The new topology
will contain a superset of all desired topology edges, because the deformation
model guarantees to keep geodesically close points at almost the same distance.
However, because we form all connections that are close in a Euclidian sense,
naive urshape merging may connect surfels that belong to dierent connected
components (think of a mouth opening and closing in a face scan). We lter false
positives by tracing all point pairs from
time.

A

that have been connected through

We compute their distance in the whole sequence

A

and in the new

urshape. If the length of an edge changes substantially (over a factor of 1.5) it
is removed. The same is done for pairs of points originating from the sequence

B.
Deformation Retting: Up to now, we have computed a new urshape for the
compound sequence, but we are still lacking its deformation. To recompute it,
we observe that our new urshape consists of points that originate from either
sequence

A or B .

Thus, we create position constraints that move points from

A

to their original location for all frames involved. Accordingly, we create similar
constraints for points from B for the later frames. Then, we use the deformation
optimization module to recompute a deformation sequence. This step lls in an
interpolated or extrapolated motion for points of the common urshape that
have not been modeled previously in the newly introduced part. Interpolation
happens in regions where the urshapes from A and B overlap. In disjoint areas,
we obtain an extrapolation with minimal deformation.

Global Optimization: We now have stitched together the two sequences, but
small errors may have occurred during this process. If we repeatedly perform
merges, these errors might accumulate to larger mismatches.

Therefore, we

reoptimize shape and deformation again: First, we perform a resampling step
that deletes points on the new urshape closer to other urshape points than

sampl

and still covered by neighboring points to keep the sampling density

constant over the optimization. Then, we run the shape optimization module
to update our shape estimate, using data points from all frames involved. Next,
we recompute the deformation eld

f

using only ICP-like constraints based on
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our previous initialization. To make the process robust to structured outliers,
we also delete urshape points that are only observed (close to data points) in
a few frames (typically, less than 3 or below 10%) if our merged sequence is
already long enough (typically at least 16 frames) to make this decision. This
whole process is reiterated at every recursion level of the merging; each iteration
requires a sequential scan through our input data.

Urshape Propagation: A serious problem of the divide-and-conquer sequence
merging algorithm is that it starts from scratch at every merging operation. In
particular at the lowest level of the tree, where single frames are merged, it
might easily happen that the frames involved contain only a few data points
with many disconnected components. Pairwise matching with deformable ICP
is then severely ill posed. To counteract this, we propagate our current urshape
estimate through the merge tree: When we traverse the tree from left to right,
we always nish all possible subtrees to the left before picking the next unseen
frame to the right. Whenever we pick a new frame that has been previously not
observed we align the rightmost frame from the highest available hierarchy level
on the left with the new frame on the right. Only after this, we start the initial
merge of this frame with its immediately following frame to the right, as dictated
by the binary merge tree. The additional points are carried through the whole
optimization pipeline as shape guess that is not (yet) supported by data points.
After a few frames of urshape propagation, we have usually accumulated a well
behaved shape with large connected components. This strategy does not help if
we start merging at a time step at which the geometry is very sparsely acquired
and fragmented into many parts. We do not require a complete starting shape,
but such fragmented situations still need to be avoided at the starting frames
to prevent convergence problems in the alignment. An automatic strategy for
picking good starting frames and merging in dierent time directions is currently
still subject to future work.

7.3 Final Global Optimization
After completing the merging pipeline, we perform an additional step of global
optimization. In this step, we employ the full original data resolution (i.e., all
original data points not classied as outliers). In order to be able to represent
the higher resolution data adequately, we upsample the urshape obtained from
hierarchical sequence merging. For upsampling, we performing repeated splits
of the topology edges until each point has a neighboring point within the new
sample spacing

sampl ;

in practice, we typically choose half the original sample

spacing (quadrupling the resolution). Then, we run the global optimization step
(for shape and deformation) again.

At this point, we set higher penalties on

deformation and acceleration to obtain stable results. However, larger deformation penalties lead to artifacts in strongly deforming areas, such as clothing or
joints.

Adaptive sampling: To counteract this problem, we can use the information
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gathered so far in the urshape. For this, we determine the area where the motion cannot be well represented by the uniformly sampled deformation model:
We scan through all (non-outlier) data points again and compute the residual vectors between data points and closest urshape surfels.

We accumulate

signed point-to-plane errors for all surfels. We use signed distances in order to
distinguish between noise (which is evenly likely to deviate in both directions)
and structured areas of undersampled deformation (where deviations are correlated over time and space and thus typically point into the same direction).
Subsequently, we extract the information for the adaptive sampling from this
representation: First, we apply a median lter to remove noise and outliers from
the residuals. We use a very large lter radius: The radius is a xed fraction of
the initial deformation node support radius (typically

0.2×),

as we are aiming

at extracting information at that level of resolution. Next, we use the ltered
residuals to rene our deformation model. This is done by quantizing the ltered
residual values. We use a simple heuristic to control the quantization process
automatically (Figure 8 shows examples the outcome of the quantization): We
determine the

75%

percentile of the residuals and map these to a renement

level of zero, corresponding to the original resolution. For the remaining values,
we compute a linear map that maps the

95%

percentile to a level of two and

interpolate in between, clamping at level two, which corresponds to

1/4

nodal

spacing, or 16 times the original resolution (with respect to a surface sheet).
The rationell for this choice is the assumption that most of the data is already
adequately sampled (75%) and that there might be a few outliers (top 5%). In
between, the resolution levels are interpolated. In the nodal sampling algorithm
(Section 5.2), we use this information to locally reduce the grid cell size. Doing
so will have two eects. First, the surface becomes more bendable, as the oset
distance is reduced. Second, the sampling rate is increased so that the higher
frequency details that now become visible can be represented as well. The proposed parameters have been determined by experimentation and usually work
well for typical data sets. They can be ne tuned by the user, if necessary.

8 Implementation & Results
We have implemented the system described in this paper in C++ and ran a
number of experiments with real-time 3D scanner data sets. The experiments
were conducted on a pool of several standard PCs, using a single system and
a single core only per computation. The systems were all roughly comparable
(Intel Core2 Duo/Quad systems with 2.4-2.5Ghz, at least 2GB RAM). We perform all our benchmarks in a 32bit environment (Windows XP 32bit) in order
to examine the memory eciency. The employed runtime allows a process to
2

allocated up to 2GB of main memory . The primary input data (taking several

2 The results can be directly compared to (Wand et al., 2007), who are subject to the same
restrictions; we will demonstrate that our algorithm allows for signicantly more complex
reconstructions using the same maximum memory footprint.
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Figure 8: Weights computed by our adaptive sampling strategy for data sets
hand-1 and hand-2, and the corresponding sampling.
to the factor with respect to the base sample spacing.

The color corresponds
White means 1.0 (no

increase in sampling), light gray 0.5 (two-fold oversampling) and dark gray 0.25
(four-fold oversampling).

gigabyte in some data sets) was stored out of core on the system hard drive; time
for data access was negligible in comparison to the optimization costs. Statistics
about the results are summarized in Table 1, and screen shots of reconstruction
results are shown in Figure 9. All renderings have been produced directly from
the point based model, using a GPU implementation of EWA surface splatting
(Zwicker

et al.,

2001), which yields slightly better results than meshing using

marching cubes, in particular in boundary regions. For animated results, please
refer to the video accompanying this paper.

8.1 Results on Example Data Sets
In the following, we describe the results obtained with our implementation and
compare them to previous work. We have applied our algorithm to 6 dierent
data sets, three of which have also been used in (Wand

et al.,

2007).

Face: The rst is a scan of a facial expression, obtained with the motion
compensated real-time structured light scanner of (König & Gumhold, 2007).
Our input sequence consists of 79 frames with an overall amount of 23.9 million
data points. We have resampled the data set to about 2.4 million overall points
(quantized to 0.25% bounding box size) and compute the hierarchical alignment
in 304 minutes. Afterwards, we ran an additional optimization step, using the
original data in its full resolution (116 min). In the nal optimization, we the
acceleration weights (for initial merging, acceleration is always set to zero). For
the subsequent examples, we use a similar processing pipeline.

hand-1: Our second example is a hand data set acquired with the system of
(Weise

et al.,

2007). As this is an articulated motion, we use adaptive sampling

in the nal optimization step.

The renement regions are determined auto-

matically from our hierarchical alignment results are shown in Figure 8: The
algorithm automatically concentrates a higher node density in the regions of
the ngers that are moving. The same example has also been used in [Mitra
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et al.

2007]; in comparison to their approach, our global-optimization-based

technique is signicantly more expensive.

However, we can correctly capture

the deforming geometry and ll all acquisition holes reliably.

hand-2: The second sequence of a hand shows a gesture acquired with a
commercial real-time structured light scanner system (ABW-3D). In this example, we use the described topology change detection routine to automatically
separate the nger movement. In the video of this sequence, a minor artifact
in form of a slightly slurry movement of the ngers is still visible.

On closer

examination, it turns out that this artifact is not caused by the topology change
(as one might expect) but by the limited ability of deformable point-to-plane
ICP to align the ngers with high precision. This is due to the fact that the
actual geometry is rather at (only the very front facing part of the ngers is
acquired).

hand-3: The third moving hand sequence is particularly challenging, as only
rather small parts of the geometry are visible while the model is strongly deforming. With our locally convergent reconstruction technique, we are able to
track the rst 120 frames of the sequence reliably (as shown in the video). This
is about the limit of what can be dealt with using local deformable ICP as
motion tracking algorithm.

hand-4: The forth sequence shows a hand moving with less deformation
but signicant rotation.

Assembling this sequence is still challenging, as the

ngers are only acquired partially and appear rather at in the input data. Our
algorithm recovers the shape correctly up to some artifacts at the thumb, which
are due to a few incorrect matches that cause the geometry to appear atter
than expected. This sequence is our longest example, covering over 200 frames.
In terms of computation times and memory, this sequence is handled without
problems (using roughly 5h of computation time and 0.5GB of main memory;
see below for details).

popcorn tin: The nal example shows results for a data set of a person
waving a popcorn tin, acquired with a color coded structured light scanner [Fong
and Buron 2005]. The particular challenge of this data set is that the original
data contains structured noise that forms waves on the surface as well and large
outlier surfaces that pop up occasionally. Our algorithm is still able to track
the sequence reliably and reconstruct a smooth surface.

We can remove the

large, structured outliers by the coverage test described in Section 7 (removing
urshape parts backed by data with sporadic appearance over time).

Eect of adaptive sampling: For the popcorn tin sequence, we have prepared three dierent versions: using uniform deformation sampling (grid spacing

= 1/12

of the bounding box length), adaptive sampling (grid spacing

the bounding box size, renement up to

= 1/24),

= 1/6

of

and an adaptively sampled

version with user guidance. The uniformly sampled sequence yields reasonable
results but misses out some minute details. For the adaptively sampled version,
we only alter the nal optimization step (merging is still computed at grid res-
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olution

1/12)

and reduce the base resolution by a factor of two, but allowing

to rene by two subdivision levels. Hence, more rigid regions are represented
with less exibility, reducing noise artifacts, while strongly deforming regions
are sampled with higher resolution. Within the limits of 2GB of main memory,
it was not possible to handle the full data set at the highest level of resolution,
because of the memory requirements of the BFGS solver applied to the deformation nodes within the window size (Table 3 shows the memory consumption).
The adaptive computation is more ecient by using a higher resolution only
where necessary. A drawback of the fully automatic adaptive solution is that
it also allocates a high resolution representation to areas with structured noise:
The adaptively sampled version is able to capture the waving pattern on the
popcorn tin. From the point of view of the algorithm, it is impossible to see that
this is not actual motion going on but artifacts of the acquisition system, so it
correctly adapts in such regions. In practice, this is not desirable but easy to x
by user input: In our system, we can paint the renement levels directly on the
urshape surface. By specifying no renement for the rigid tin, that shows the
acquisition artifacts, we can locally remove these noise patterns while retaining
the automatically computed rened resolution in other parts of the object (see
the video for a side-by-side comparison of the three versions; please note the
dierences on the popcorn tin and the person's shirt. Screenshots are shown in
Figure 11).

Comparison to related work: In comparison to (Pekelny & Gotsman, 2008)
and (Mitra

et al.,

2007), our approach is much slower, but applicable to more

general scenes, not being restricted to piecewise rigid or very slow motion.
Our deformable reconstruction approach builds on the conceptual framework
of (Wand

et al., 2007), which can solve the same problem with comparable gen-

erality. The improvement over the previous algorithm is in the complexity of
scenes that can be handled (see Table 1 and Table 2): Our results work on sequences up to 200 frames and with up to about 20,000 surfels, improving upon
(Wand

et al.,

2007) by roughly an order of magnitude each. The hard limit for

their technique is that the product of time and surfels could not exceed a limit
3

of about 50-100,000K discretization points

without exceeding the 2GB limita-

tion imposed by the runtime system. Our largest example (hand-4) encodes the
positions of 2.47million surfels. In principle, our system can handle higher resolution urshapes and longer sequences. However, at this point the computation
time of the algorithm becomes a limiting factor. The improvement in geometric
delity in comparison to the previous results is examined in Figure 10: The reconstructed geometry is of signicantly better quality than the previous results.
Please note that some topological problems (such as in the eye regions in the
face data set) are avoided with the new technique as this is resolved more clearly
by the higher resolution geometry. The third improvement with our new technique is a better quality in motion reconstruction, which can be seen best in the
accompanying video: Although we represent the motion in a sparse subspace,

3 The exact limit depends various factors such as the neighborhood sizes in the topology
graph.
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we obtain results with less jittering and a higher eective spatial resolution of
motion details.

Performance: Our method is in most cases faster than the previous technique;
on a per-frame basis, our overall running times are

4 − 10× faster

(see Table 2).

The only exception is the hand-2 data set, where we used both a particularly
high resolution geometry and deformation to resolve the splitting ngers. This
4

is a shortcomming of the rather simplistic topology detection scheme . We have
also measured the memory requirements of our new technique.

Because we

stream the high volume original data using a cached out-of-core approach, it
is not reasonalbe to directly measure the overall process memory consumption;
instead, we measure the working set assigned to the process by the operating
system in order to estimate the active memory used during the computation.
Table 3 shows the results. The working set estimates are rather noisy, but clearly
show that the memory requirements depend on the resolution of the deformation
model, but do not strongly depend on the sequence length, as desired.

The

amount of memory needed to solve for the deformation variables within one
time window is currently the main limiting factor. This could be improved by
employing a more memory ecient numerical algorithm than BFGS (which we
prefer for its speed), such as non-linear conjugate gradients with an improved
preconditioner.

8.2 Discussion & Limitations
Our method is able to reconstruct a template model from data sequences with
acquisition holes and yields stable global correspondences over time. Our deformation model is able to depict the deformation more accurately than the
previous model, although signicantly fewer nodes are used to model the deformation.

The technique has still a number of limitations: First, it relies on a

locally convergent deformable ICP approach to determine frame-to-frame correspondences. For sequences with large temporal spacing, this does not converge.
This problem also occurs if objects disappear in an acquisition hole and come
out in a very dierent pose. Our result of the hand-3 sequence shows only part
of the original data; in further frames, the hand closes fully, several ngers disappear from acquisition, and reappear in a dierent pose several frames later.
In that case, our algorithm creates results with wrong alignments (hand with
6 ngers).

Without the improved pipeline (using the urshape propagation),

merging of the hand-3 data set was not possible to the shown extend. Another
limitation is the computation time: Although the technique is not limited by
memory demands, and it is signicantly more ecient than the existing methods of comparable generality, the computational costs are still high. The main
bottleneck is still in nearest neighbor queries necessary to setup ICP constraints
and to construct topologically correctly connected deformation nodes. The costs

4 In addition, some of the code used in this example did not use the same level of optimization as the other examples, which accounts for a additional runtime penalty.
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for the latter are the main reason for not using too highly detailed urshapes.
These problems could be addressed by more extensive precomputations, such as
setting up volumetric signed distance elds for the data (Süssmuth

et al.,

2008)

and automatically employing a reduced resolution in setting up the deformation node topology. The last issue is choosing parameters: Our dierent energy
terms have to be weighted by appropriate coecients to balance their eect.
The parameters need to be chosen carefully. We have been able to use one and
the same base set of parameters for the merging step of the algorithm. For the
hand-2 data set, the initial grid size was doubled (1/25 instead of 1/12 of the
bounding box side length) in order to resolve the topological separation more
accurately. For the popcorn tin data set, the culling threshold for surface points
visible in only few data frames has been increased to reduce artifacts caused by
structured outliers. Finally, reducing the settings for culling distant data points
(usually 80% percentile, now 3%) in the hand-4 data set improves the alignment
quality. For the nal optimization step, we start from the same settings as in
the sequence merging and manually determine acceleration penalty weights and
typically also increase the rigidty slightly in order to get a more stable nal
result. Overall, our experience is that parameter setting is non-trivial, but we
can nd a set of standard parameters that give reasonable one click reconstruction results for most data sets. Fine tuning is required to obtain the best
reconstruction quality.

9 Conclusions & Future Work
We have presented a novel system for reconstructing a single shape and its deformation from a temporal sequence of point clouds from real-time 3D scanner
data. We handle geometry and deformation separately, using a novel adaptive
subspace deformation technique, which leads to a more ecient algorithm and
produces signicantly better results than the previous approach of [Wand et al.
2007]: We obtain high resolution geometry and obtain visually better results
for the deformation. The algorithm uses only a constant working set in memory
for each optimization step that is solved, streaming through the data in small
windows of a few frames size, so that arbitrary long sequences could be handled
in principle.

In future work, we would like to improve the optimization code

using a parallel implementation on multi-core processors or possibly graphics
hardware to further reduce the running time requirements, which currently discourage reconstructions of very large input sequences. While our system handles
the local alignment problem robustly and in good quality, it is limited to situations where the inter-frame alignment can reliably and unambiguously recovered
by a local deformable-ICP-like approach. We think that nding a strategy for
globally assembling a full deformation sequence of partial scans robustly is a
major open challenge in this line of work. For pairwise alignment, a number of
robust global techniques have been proposed recently (Chang & Zwicker, 2008;
Huang

et al.,

2008; Li

et al.,

2008), but for sequences, this problem is not yet
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data points
(in all frames)

data set
face

(1)

hand-1

(2)

hand-1 adapt.

(2)

frames

nodes
(merge/nal opt.)

urshape surfels
(merge/nal opt.)

rec. time
(merge/nal opt.)

23,880,623

79

315/315

20,977/20,920

304 min / 116 min

3,767,068

100

226/225

5,996/17,332

76 min / 44 min

3,767,068

100

226/552

5,996/17,332

76 min / 80 min
326 min / 31 min

hand-2

(3)

4,106,467

34

932/414

23,357/23,357

hand-3

(1)

30,658,761

120

335/1,939

2,725/16,840

128 min / 445 min

hand-4

(1)

45,325,272

201

403/424

4216/12,274

154 min / 147 min

5,179,918

98

429/423

6,428/6,428

175 min / 43 min

5,179,918

98

429/1,151

6,428/6,428

175 min / 435 min

5,179,918

98

429/ 686

6,428/6,428

175 min / 224 min

(4)

popcorn tin

(4)

pop.t. adapt.

(4)

pop. t. user

Table 1: Example data sets:

et al., 2007),

(3)

(1)

from (König & Gumhold, 2007),

from aim@shape courtesy of O. Schall,

(4)

(2)

from (Weise

from (Fong & Buron,

2005).

#frames
#surfels/frame
merging
nal opt

face

20
1637
328 min
122 min

hand-2

26
819
67 min
23 min

popcorn tin

15
3799
327 min
22 min

Table 2: In comparison: running times of [Wand et al. 2007] (on a Pentium 4
3.4Ghz).

solved.

An approach of automatically tracking geometric features over time

with the ability to take topological changes into account could be a rst step in
addressing this problem.
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popcorn
popcorn
popcorn

step
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global opt (uniform)
merge
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merge
nal opt. (uniform)
merge
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peak working set
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700 MB
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